Irwin Consulting Services Review - Keep
your home and family safe against
wildfires with these tips
The wildfires reported this year conclude some of the biggest wildfires happened in
different areas such as in Los Angeles, British Columbia, and Montana. Wildfires can
leave a lot of destroyed homes and properties and even fatalities fast. Its furious flames
can spread out on a large scale, making it difficult for firefighters and local authorities to
get rid of it. It is often terrifying to witness a huge natural calamity taking place within
your area and its results were indeed distressing to see. A wildfire and the path that it is
going to take can’t be accurately predicted, which calls for utmost preparation to every
household to avoid such grave danger.
But despite this, local authorities and various organizations from many places around
the globe are committed to keeping the public safe from the threats of natural
calamities. Irwin Consulting Services also belong to those who work hard for the public
safety. This post was specifically prepared by them to help every household in keeping
their home safe from wildfires.
Make adjustments to your roofs
Think about having rated “A” fire-resistant roofs to further protect your home. Roofs are
undeniably the weak-spot of a house when it comes to fires so you must begin making
better adjustments on it first. You must also clean the roof on a regular basis to avoid a
lot of dead leaves piling up the place and being a fuel to fires.
Create changes to your windows
To better protect your home, your windows should be upgraded to become stronger
against fires as well. Choose heat-resistant materials in doing upgrades to your
windows. A wildfire that is not yet reaching your home can already show its effects
through its extreme heat. That heat can enter the windows and create a fire on drapes
and nearby furniture already. Irwin Consulting Services would like you to have firerated glasses on your windows and non-combustible shutters too.
Settle on a good location
Choose a convenient location to spend the rest of your lives with your family. Make sure
that it is a safe neighborhood and is not prone to frequent fires. You are advised to
conduct a thorough research to determine the best location for your family.

Put some modifications on the site layout
Ensure at least 30 meters of distance and incombustible material between the green
lands and your home by having wider driveways, patios and low-growing fire-retardant
plants. This way, you’re also helping firefighters in bringing their heavy and big
equipment near your house in case of fire emergencies.
Maintain a clean surrounding around the green areas
Gather dead and decaying wood and put them away because such can fuel a fire. Get rid
of fallen and dead branches too. Think about cutting the branches that were too close to
your roof or overhangs it. Make cleaning around the green areas around your home a
habit.
Be wary of embers
Eaves and vents openings were the most susceptible parts to flying embers. Once the
embers entered through those parts, it could start a fire inside your home. In order to
better protect your house, screen those openings and make sure they were properly
maintained. Do not forget about cleaning the gutters as well.
Protect your home and your family to the best of your ability and always be prepared for
immediate dangers of natural calamities. Trust organizations such as Irwin Consulting
Group in helping local authorities in making sure of a safe neighborhood. But aside from
their expertise, self-preparation and readiness could save and protect your entire family
as well.

